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THE EVOLUTION OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA  
OF THE REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN

For more than twenty-five year history of independence of the Republic of Kazakhstan on the media 
market has undergone significant changes in the development of information policy. The format and 
quality of television programs has changed, and the essence of these changes is complex and diverse. 
In many ways, precisely because of these changes, television is not only retains its significance, but also 
becomes a universal channel for exposure to the material and spiritual historical experience through 
which society preserves, converts or multiplies the knowledge and world outlooks.

It can be argued that in the age of information technology TV is still an effective instrument of value 
orientation of the individual and stands today not only as a means of mass media and communication, 
but also as a mirror, the projection of the entire objective reality. This, in our opinion, due to the fact 
that the structure of society all the time in the mobile state. It is changing, becoming other, experiencing 
a different kind of influence related to a number of reasons of socio– political, technological, aesthetic, 
cultural, psychological order. In all this diversity, the social significance of television is increasing, but 
at the same time, the responsibility that it should have in relation to a changing audience is increasing. 
If various types of causes affect its change, then these same factors also affect the target attitudes and 
characteristics of the modern media audience.

The problem of duality arises, which acquires the specific features of globalization. Television affects 
the mass audience, while the modern mass audience, demands from television to meet its changing 
tastes. It also highlights the relevance of articles devoted to the issues of transformation and evolution of 
television programs, which must remain in demand. As among traditional media, television is the most 
popular type. 

In addition, it is necessary to take into account the fact that, using specific methods of influencing 
the audience, the media have always influenced the mass consciousness. And for the media, this is the 
most important part of the public consciousness, which performing a mobilization function can “move” 
society in a given direction. Therefore, the article raises and opens the question of what are the attitudes 
and values can carry the evolution of modern television to society, whether it is consistent with the so-
cial and technological installations that should exist and develop a democratic society in its translational 
motion.

Key words: television of the Republic of Kazakhstan, evolution of genres, electronic media, mass 
audience, information field, television broadcasting, independent media.
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Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсындaғы элект рон дық БАҚ эво лю циясы 

Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсы ның тәуел сіз ді гі нің жиырмa бес жы лындa ме диa-нaрықтa aқпaрaттық 
сaясaт елеу лі өз ге ріс тер ге ұшырaды. Те ле дидaр бaғдaрлaмaлaры ның пі ші ні мен сaпaсы өз гер-
ді. Тү бе гей лі өз ге ріс тер ге қaрaмaстaн те ле дидaр өзі нің мaңыз ды лы ғын сaқтaп қaнa қоймaй, 
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мaте риaлдық жә не рухa ни, тaри хи тә жі ри бе ге ықпaл ете тін әм бебaп aрнaғa aйнaлды. Со ның 
aрқaсындa қоғaм өзі нің бі лі мін жә не идеоло гиялық ұстaнымдaрын сaқтaп, өз гер те aлaды не ме се 
кө бейтеді. 

Ақпaрaттық тех но ло гиялaр дәуі рін де де те ле ви зия же ке құн ды лық ты бaғдaрлaудың тиім ді 
құрaлы екен ді гін aйқындaп, өзін тек бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт жә не бaйлaныс құрaлы ре тін де ғaнa 
емес, со ны мен бір ге, объек тив ті шын дық проек циясы ның aйнaсы ре тін де қыз мет етіп отыр деп 
aйт уғa болaды. Бұл де ге ні міз қоғaм құ ры лы мы ның зaмaн aғы мынa қaрaй іл ге рі ле уін  көр се те ді. Ол 
қоғaмдaғы түр лі сaяси-әлеу мет тік, тех но ло гиялық, эс те тикaлық, мә де ни, пси хо ло гия лық се беп-
тер ге бaйлaныс ты өз ге ріс тер ге ұшырaп отырaды. 

Осындaй түр лі се беп тер те ле дидaрдың әлеу мет тік мaңы зын aрт тырғaны мен, aуди то рияғa 
де ген жaуaпкер ші лік ті нығaйту мә се ле сін туын дaтып отыр. Жоғaрыдa кел ті ріл ген фaкторлaр те-
ле дидaрдың өз гер уіне ғaнa емес, кө рер мен нің мaқсaтты көзқaрaстaрынa әсер ет пей қоймaйды. 

 Те ле ви зия бұқaрaлық aуди то рияғa әсер ете ді, aл қaзір гі зaмaнaуи aуди то рия те леaрнaлaрдaн 
өз сұрaныстaрын қaнaғaттaнды ру ды тaлaп ете ді. Мaқaлaдa кө те рі ліп отырғaн те ле ви зия лық 
бaғдaрлaмaлaрдың өз ге руі мен эво лю циясы турaлы мә се ле бү гін де өзек ті. Сондaй-aқ, бұқaрaлық 
aқпaрaт құрaлдaры ның қоғaмдық пі кір қaлыптaсты руғa ықпaлын ес кер сек, қоғaмды мaқсaтты 
бaғыттaрғa жыл жы ту үшін те леaрнaлaрдың ор ны бө лек екен ді гін де ұмытпaу қaжет. 

Мaқaлaдa қaзір гі зaмaнғы те ле ви зия эво лю циясы қоғaмғa қaндaй көзқaрaстaр мен құн ды-
лықтaр ту ды руы мүм кін жә не олaр де мокрaтия лық қоғaмды дaмытaтындaй әлеу мет тік жә не 
тех но ло гиялық тaлaптaрды қaнaғaттaндырa aлa мa де ген сaуaлдaрғa ғы лы ми тұр ғыдa сaрaптaмa 
жaсaлaды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсы ның те ле ви зиясы, жaнрлaр эво лю циясы, элект рон дық 
БАҚ, бұқaрaлық aуди то рия, aқпaрaттық ке ңіс тік, те летaрaлым, тәуел сіз БАҚ.
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Эво лю ция элект рон ных СМИ в Рес пуб ли ке Кaзaхстaн 

Зa бо лее, чем двaдцaти пя ти лет нюю ис то рию незaви си мос ти Рес пуб ли ки Кaзaхстaн рaзви тие 
ин формaцион ной по ли ти ки нa ме дий ном рын ке пре тер пе ло знaчи тель ные из ме не ния. Из ме нил-
ся формaт и кaчест во те ле ви зион ных прогрaмм, и суть этих пе ре мен сложнa и мно го обрaзнa. Во 
мно гом блaгодaря имен но этим пе ре менaм, те ле ви де ние не толь ко сохрaняет свою знaчи мос ть, 
но и стaно вит ся уни версaль ным кaнaлом воз дейст вия нa мaте риaль ный и ду хов ный ис то ри чес-
кий опыт, блaгодaря ко то ро му со циум сохрaняет, преобрaзует или приум ножaет свои знa ния и 
ми ро во зз рен чес кие по зи ции.

Мож но ут ве рждaть, что в век ин формaцион ных тех но ло гий те ле ви де ние все же яв ляет ся 
дей ст вен ным инс тру мен том цен ност но го ориен ти ровa ния лич нос ти и выс тупaет се год ня не толь-
ко кaк средс тво мaссо вой ин формaции и ком му никa ции, но и кaк зеркaло, проек ция всей объек-
тив ной дей ст ви тель ности. Это, нa нaш взг ляд, связaно с тем, что ст рук турa об ще ствa все вре мя 
нaхо дит ся в под виж ном сос тоя нии. Она ме няет ся, стaно вит ся иным, ис пы тывaет рaзлич но го родa 
влия ния, связaнные с це лым комп лек сом при чин со циaльно-по ли ти чес ко го, тех но ло ги чес ко го, 
эс те ти чес ко го, куль ту ро ло ги чес ко го, пси хо ло ги чес ко го по рядков. Во всем этом мно го обрaзии 
со циaльное знaче ние те ле ви де ния возрaстaет, но в то же вре мя возрaстaет и тa от ве тст вен ность, 
ко то рую оно долж но ис пы тывaть по от но ше нию к ме няющей ся aуди то рии. Тaк кaк, ес ли рaзлич-
но го родa при чи ны влияют нa его из ме не ние, то эти же при чи ны влияют и нa це ле вые устaнов ки 
и хaрaкте рис ти ки сов ре мен ной ме диaaуди то рии. 

Воз никaет проб лемaтикa двой ст вен нос ти, ко торaя приоб ретaет спе ци фи чес кие чер ты 
глобaлизa ции. Те ле ви де ние воз дейст вует нa мaссо вую aуди то рию, в то вре мя кaк сов ре меннaя 
мaссовaя aуди то рия в свою оче редь тре бует от те ле ви де ния соот ве тс твия своим ме няющим ся 
вкусaм. И это тaкже под чер кивaет aктуaль нос ть стaтьи, пос вя щен ной воп росaм трaнс формaции 
и эво лю ции те ле ви зион ных прогрaмм, ко то рые долж ны остaвaться вост ре бовaнны ми. Тaк кaк 
сре ди трaди ци он ных СМИ те ле ви де ние яв ляет ся нaибо лее по пу ляр ным ви дом. 

Кро ме то го, сле дует учи тывaть и тот фaкт, что, поль зуясь спе ци фи чес ки ми ме тодaми 
воз дейст вия нa aуди то рию, СМИ всегдa окaзывaли влия ние нa мaссо вое сознa ние. Осо бен но 
aктуaльно бы ло фор ми ровa ние об ще ст вен но го мне ния. А для СМИ это нaибо лее вaжнaя чaсть 
об ще ст вен но го сознa ния, ко торaя, вы пол няя мо би лизaцион ную функ цию, мо жет «двигaть» об-
ще ст во в зaдaнном нaпрaвле нии. Поэто му в стaтье стaвит ся и рaск рывaет ся воп рос о том, кaкие 
же вз гля ды и цен нос ти мо жет нес ти эво лю ция сов ре мен но го те ле ви де ния об ще ст ву, соот ве тс-
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твует ли оно тем со циaль ным и тех но ло ги чес ким устaновкaм, ко то рые долж ны су ще ст вовaть и 
рaзвивaть де мокрaти чес кое об ще ст во в его пос тупaтель ном дви же нии. 

Клю че вые словa: те ле ви де ние Рес пуб ли ки Кaзaхстaн, эво лю ция жaнров, элект рон ные СМИ, 
мaссовaя aуди то рия, ин формaцион ное по ле, те лерaдио вещa ние, незaви си мые СМИ.

sis. Empirical methods are widely used (text analy-
sis, observations, interviews, expert assessments). 
Used factor analysis, aimed at the study of factors 
affecting the status and dynamics of the media.

It should be noted that during the investigation 
it was necessary to adhere to the idea that in spite of 
the specifics of the changes, which often occur very 
quickly in the modern world, on the evolution of 
genres and the most television specificity for view-
ers television should create a picture of the world, 
helping to navigate the world and take vital deci-
sions, and leaders of the country to implement their 
decisions and projects. This is especially important 
in such moments of history, when journalists can in-
fluence events. In this regard, information programs 
are an ideal model of “for all” programs, since the 
rest differentiate the audience by interests, by activ-
ity, by level of perception and ability to analyze. The 
facts stated in the information genre, easy to read, 
and in the television version– real and expressive. 
Audio-visual nature of television, its ubiquity and 
efficiency were currently the most popular branch 
of the media both from the audience and from the 
authorities.

Literature Review. Problems of formation of 
the media system in the Republic of Kazakhstan 
were considered in the works of Abzhanov K., 
Barlybayeva S., Beisenkulov A. (Abzhanov K., 
2016, Barlybayeva S. Kh.,2017, Beysenkulov A., 
2015), Duvanov S. (Duvanov S., 1988), Ibrayeva 
G. (Ibrayeva G., 2000), Ishekenova B. (Ishekenova 
B.,2019), Marinin S. (Marinin S., 2016), and oth-
er researchers. Works of Madiyarova B., Ibrayeva 
L., Ileuovoy G. (Ileuova G., 2015, Madiyarova B., 
2015) are devoted to issues of formation and devel-
opment of information society, Kazakhstan televi-
sion, interaction of national TV and mass audience 
in the changing world. However, the scientific dis-
course does not reflect the dynamics and specificity 
of the formation and development of the electronic 
media system of Kazakhstan in the recent history, 
when Internet journalism received the greatest de-
velopment and influence. Foreign authors contrib-
uted to the study of modern electronic media, media 
impact on the audience and the place of television 
in it. First of all, these are the works of foreign re-
searchers as A. Efanov (Еfanov, A.A., 2016), D. 
Bartlet (Bartlett Dzheymi, 2017), I. Dzyaloshinsky 

Introduction

Justification of the choice of topics and rel-
evance. In the modern world, when the Internet has 
flooded virtually all the audio and visual space of a 
mass audience, electronic media and first of all tele-
vision, in our opinion, should remain at the forefront 
of social interest and at the peak of technological 
advances. This is due to the fact that modern meth-
ods of informing the public, modern interactivity of 
visual communication between the media and the 
mass audience, the development and use of innova-
tive digital broadcasting technologies allow televi-
sion programs to get even closer to their viewers, 
to win positions as one of the most effective, rapid 
and at the same time emotional communication me-
dia. This also explains the relevance of the chosen 
topic, since the evolution of television genres and 
television programs is closely connected with the 
evolution of the mass audience and society, which 
has passed through various paths of development 
and formation on the path to independence and a 
sovereign state.

The issue of the matter is that today even pro-
fessional journalists often feel that develop electron-
ic media any longer, and you only need to develop 
Internet-journalism. Our aim is to reveal the flex-
ibility of modern television in its ability to evolve.

The purpose and objectives of the study. One 
of the main objectives and purpose of the work is 
to determine the characteristics of the new broad-
casting format that would meet the modern require-
ments to the results of modern electronic media and 
in particular television, its information, educational 
services and television programs in the context of 
their evolution.

The subject of the research is the trends in the 
format of the existing television broadcast and its 
content.

Object of study – television, information broad-
casting of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Materials and Methods – Functional and sub-
stantial complexity of the object of investigation ‒ 
the information broadcast, as well as the variety of 
tasks in predetermined diversity research strategies 
and methods: structural ‒ functional method and the 
method of analysis and synthesis of the literature, 
are used as historical ‒ logic and comparative analy-
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(Dzyaloshinskiy, I.M., 2012). Many researchers 
turned to the topic of genre characteristics, lower-
ing specifics of evolution of television or without 
connecting it with the social changes happening in 
society of a new format. Also, most of the works 
of foreign researchers are devoted to general issues 
of television journalism, various problems of the 
media sphere. Basically, it scientific works of such 
researchers as Zwick V.L., Vartanova E.,L., Mura-
tov S.A., Boretsky R.A., Kostomarov V.G., Kim 
M.(Kim M.N., 2011). The theoretical justification 
for the changes of society in the era of information ‒ 
computer revolution and globalization is reflected in 
the works of Maklyuen M., Castells M., Toffler E., 
Webster P. and other scientists (McLuhan M.,1994).

 Most of the above works are devoted to the 
study and analysis of methods of journalistic cre-
ativity, stylistic means, the interaction of the media 
and the mass audience. The evolution of national 
television journalism and television was not consid-
ered separately, but mainly affected in terms of his-
torical forecasting, social attitudes, and individual 
forms and genres of the Kazakhstan media industry.

The paper used the method of studying docu-
ments (the legal framework of the media of the re-
public), structurally-functional method to describe 
the basic information structures operating on the ter-
ritory of Kazakhstan, function, their dynamics from 
the beginning of the formation of the media to date.

Results and discussion. To date, the market of 
electronic media in Kazakhstan is the most dynami-
cally developing in the Central Asian region. They 
play a significant role in the development of demo-
cratic processes. This fact is recognized not only in 
Kazakhstan, but also abroad. Ex-General Secretary 
of UN K. Anan stated: “The Kazakhstan indepen-
dent television plays a huge role for democratic 
formation of the republic. It was independent tele-
vision that allowed Kazakhstan in its development 
to bypass some dangerous stages of establishing a 
democratic system in the country that took place in 
other states where there was no free media”.

 Exploring perspective Kazakh media evolution, 
it can claim that they have been rather complicated 
path of social development. Let’s consider some 
ways of this evolution. In the period of Kazakhstan 
informational space it was first implemented mech-
anisms of economic regulation of the mass media. 
Thus, in 2001, a number of concrete measures were 
taken to create economic conditions for the dynamic 
development of the media. In particular, according 
to the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan signed 
by the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On 
introducing amendments and additions to the Law 

of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On taxes and other 
obligatory payments to the budget”, all periodicals, 
with the exception of those in which advertising is 
more than 2/3 of the area of printed material, were 
exempted from VAT.

With respect to electronic media has also imple-
mented a number of measures to regulate them work. 
So, it was decided that the momentum broadcast-
ing companies for the production and distribution 
of products of own production, as well as advertis-
ing services will be taxed at a zero rate. That is, the 
national budget will compensate broadcasters 16% 
of their expenses for the production of the TV and 
radio. These tax breaks have had a rather tangible 
impact on the development of individual segments 
of the domestic information market.

Today, the information policy of Kazakhstan 
can safely be considered as formed, but continu-
ing its transformation in accordance with the new 
challenges and requirements of the harmoniously 
developing world and the global information mar-
ket. Stage which can be called final, in general origi-
nates in 2002 from development of the project of the 
new Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan on mass 
media in the Republic of Kazakhstan. This project, 
presented by the Ministry of Culture, Information 
and Social Accord of the Republic of Kazakhstan in 
February 2003 at the II Congress of Journalists, was 
strongly criticized by the media community. In May 
2003, the revised was discussed at a meeting of the 
permanent meeting on the development of propos-
als for democratization and the development of civil 
society. During the discussion of the in significant 
amendments have been proposed that improve the 
However, actually old version of the bill prepared 
by the Ministry of Culture, Information and Social 
Accord of the Republic of Kazakhstan was sent to 
Parliament.

This took into account the proposals of funda-
mental importance for the media. Thus, for the first 
time in the project, the main participant of informa-
tional relations is designated ‒ the reader and the 
viewer. Besides, norms on establishment of term of 
limitation period in one year on disputes on honor 
and dignity protection were stated in the project. 
The bill spelled out a number of rules to ensure the 
right to receive quality information. The responsi-
bility of the media for the dissemination of inaccu-
rate defamatory information – or the publication of 
a refutation, or the recovery of material and moral 
harm – is specified in more detail. Besides, guaran-
tees of the state on protection of honor, advantage, 
health, life and property of the journalist as the per-
son pursuing the socially useful aims in connection 
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with implementation of professional activity by it 
were declared in the new bill (Mezhdunarodnaya 
konferentsiya, 2010).

At the same time, this project sharply strength-
ened the role and influence of the Ministry of Infor-
mation on all media, turning it into a supervisory 
and controlling body. To this end, the draft intro-
duced, contrary to the current legislation, the notion 
of the founder of the media as a separate legal entity. 
During the discussion of this bill in the Majilis, he 
caused a mixed assessment, both among the deputy 
corps and among public and international organiza-
tions. In general, 46 media and non-governmental 
public organizations officially opposed the adop-
tion of this draft law. For example, the authoritative 
international organization “Article 19” constantly 
monitoring the level of freedom of speech in all 
countries of the world, issued a special Memoran-
dum on the draft Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
on Mass Media, which called on “Kazakhstani offi-
cials to abandon this attempt to restrict the freedom 
of the media “to refrain from adopting this law” (O 
sredstvakh massovoy informatsii, 2006).

The project put electronic media in a particu-
larly difficult situation. Thus, the notion of “licens-
ing the organization of television and radio broad-
casting” in the draft not only broadened the circle 
of subjects whose activities fall under licensing, but 
also required obtaining new licenses by all current 
broadcasters, which could possibly provoke a new 
redistribution of the information market of the re-
public. All these innovations, it seems, contradicted 
the international obligations of Kazakhstan on the 
development of a common information space, ad-
opted by it within the framework of the CIS and the 
Customs Union, and the norms of civil legislation. 
They also correlated very little with the constitution-
al right of citizens to freely receive and disseminate 
any information, except state secrets, by any means 
not prohibited by law. The President sent a bill to 
the Constitutional Council and the Public Council 
on the Media, to determine the compliance of its 
articles with the Constitution of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan(Istoriya stanovleniya informatsionnogo 
rynka v Kazakhstane, 2019).

The latest amendments to the Media Act were made 
in 2017. As explained by the Minister of Information 
and Communication of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
Dauren Abayev, the document provides for the legal 
regulation of public relations in the field of mass me-
dia, broadcasting, informatization and communication, 
information security (N. Nazarbayev, 2018).

Today, the evolution of electronic media in Ka-
zakhstan continues. In 2018 in Kazakhstan, 252 

electronic media were registered: 146 TV and radio 
companies (88 – TV companies and 58 – radio com-
panies), 98 cable operators, 11 television stations and 
7 radio stations have republican status (JSC “РТРК 
Kazakhstan”, JSC “Agency Khabar”, JSC “KTK”, 
LLP “NTK”, LLP “Rakhat ‒ TV”, LLP “Television 
of Astana”, LLP Broadcasting Company “31 Chan-
nel”, LLP “TV and radio Company “Era”, LLP “Eu-
rope plus Kazakhstan”, LLP “Russian radio – Asia” 
and LLP “NS radio”, etc.).

On the territory of the republic, there are 98 
cable television network operators that provide 
pay-per-view multi-program television services of 
a higher quality and level of service. The sphere of 
their activity has local character as rule. At the same 
time, the number of television programs in packages 
ranges from 20 to 119. This sector is represented 
by several major operators, such as“Alma ‒ TV”, 
“DIGITAL TV”, “ID TV” and “ICON”.

The infrastructure of cable and terrestrial cable 
television has been developed in major cities, such 
as Almaty, Astana, Karaganda, Kostanay, Ust-
Kamenogorsk, Pavlodar. Currently, the authorized 
body in the field of information registered 222 for-
eign television and radio channels: Russian – 151, 
English – 20, French – 14, American – 11, Turkish 
– 7, Ukrainian – 4, and others – 15 (Netherlands, 
Korea, Hong Kong, Chechen Republic, Republic of 
Dagestan, Belarus, Estonia, Cyprus, Switzerland, 
Germany). Also 60 foreign TV channels can broad-
cast both in Russian and in English, 23 TV channel 
– in English, 4 TV channels – in French, 4 TV chan-
nels – in Turkish and others (Web Index Kazakh-
stan, 2018).

Today, one of the main issues of the information 
policy of Kazakhstan is the issue of the centralized 
technical equipment of the material and technical 
base of television and radio companies, the transition 
to modern digital technologies, allowing to improve 
the quality of television signal reception. Eight ma-
jor TV channels of the country settled down today 
in a specially designed center “Қazmedia ortalygy: 
JSC”, Agency “Khabar” (channels “Khabar”, “24 
KZ”, “KazakhTV”), RTRC “Kazakhstan” (channels 
“Kazakhstan”, “Balapan”, “KazSport”, “Kazakh 
radio”, radio “Shalkar” and “Astana”), 1st Channel 
“Eurasia”, Broadcasting Company “MIR”. At pres-
ent, the center is entering the international level, at-
tracting international partners to cooperation (Pro-
gramma “Tsifrovoy Kazakhstan”, 2018).

In the early twenty-first century, our viewers 
were inexperienced. They did not save up enough 
impressions of viewing of broadcast as focused, 
generally on the channels available not locally, and 
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in republican scale. The interest of the audience 
to the broadcast was inquisitive in nature and 
was caused by the novelty of the proposal from 
the broadcasters. Then only began the active 
development of the production of domestic content. 
Gradually, the share of Kazakhstan TV programs 
on TV channels began to increase, increasingly 
displacing the foreign product. In the context of a 
small selection of available channels and the “non-
feeding” the audience is led to the fact, that the 
high mediametric indicators were not always result 
oriented broadcasters on the viewer. Gradually, the 
audience accumulated information and formed the 
experience of TV consumption. At the stage of its 
accumulation, large channels were not always able 
to satisfy the emerging demands and expectations of 
the viewers.

The development of a multi-channel environ-
ment, the transfer of television viewers from the 
study of the ether to the targeted consumption of 
content contributed to the redistribution of the audi-
ence. The result in the first decade of the twenty-
first century has been quite significant: the number 
of national channels covering more than 50% (that 
is, the situation, where every second citizen has the 
technical ability and the desire to join the channel) 
doubled (Tastulekova S. I., 2017).

Currently, the question of the ratio of own and 
purchased content seems highly controversial. It 
is difficult to determine whether programs such as 
«Нaшa Прaвдa» from KTK or «Кaзaхстaн Дaуысы» 
on TV Kazakhstan and others are domestic products 
or not. On the one hand, they were created accord-
ing to foreign analogues; on the other hand, under 
the conditions of our culture, they have undergone 
certain changes. This is also natural, since the trans-
formation of most programs on TV and changes in 
acquired content are determined by the difference in 
the cultural traditions of our countries, mentalities, 
and the life position of the population.

Current achievements of media players in the 
current conditions of the intermediate stage of de-
velopment and transformation of the viewer’s TV 
market behavior as a result of the experience gained 
in more pronounced focus on the audience of broad-
casters, their ability and willingness to invest, in or-
der to keep the viewer.

Nowadays, the very concept of “time” has 
changed its meaning; events are sweeping rapidly, 
leaving no opportunity for people to think deeply 
about them. Discovered the phenomenon, which 
previously «not supposed» to notice. And the re-
porters rushed into the darkest corners of human 
existence – to arrange for the viewer tours of the 

hangouts of drug addicts, salons of psychics and so 
on. And the audience, tired of everyday problems, 
it became interesting to watch from the side, than 
to take part in the “hunt for thought”. But it’s not 
enough-gradually began to revive the old hybrid 
“report-essay”, when the “investigative journalism 
are widening in social analysis, and monitoring of 
human types and destinies». It should be noted, that 
a similar thing happened, only in the movies. “Em-
ployees of a non-fiction film want in a businesslike 
way, to really participate in the austere construction 
of today. All technical features and capabilities of 
the device used as, to our fleeting life in all its di-
versity, with all the complexity to understand, but 
to understand – to capture on film» wrote in 1929 
director Esfil Shub (Shub Esfir’, 1972).

It should be noted, that in the development of 
modern television plays an important role the global 
network. The topic of interaction between the au-
dience, the younger generation and the Internet is 
constantly in the center of attention of researchers of 
journalism. Discuss it at the state level.

First President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Naz-
arbayev said that the older generation must be re-
sponsive to young people, brought up in the Internet 
age. The Head of State expressed this opinion in 
response to a question asked during the plenary ses-
sion of the Astana Economic Forum, which brought 
together renowned experts and more than 5,000 
delegates from 80 countries: “Today it was said by 
Jack Ma (a well-known Chinese entrepreneur and 
billionaire) that after the 80th year, almost 2 billion 
people were born. This is the “children of the In-
ternet“, a completely new generation. We, the older 
generation, need to understand them and move on, 
not to interfere; this is a very big challenge that faces 
my generation“(N. Nazarbayev, 2019).

However, not only the Internet affects the mod-
ern television, radio and the press and respectively 
to a mass audience, swept reverse process of creat-
ing new terms as video column, video features, and 
video commentary. All of this is a genre that basical-
ly came from newspapers and magazines and, most 
likely, an intermediate stage before turning into an 
interactive video section, which will be presented 
in a multi-screen player, have a large number of 
“branches“ and will become a variant of a synthetic 
genre. The Internet and television and electronic 
mass media ‒ are moving towards each other.

For example, on the Internet, a video plot is a 
complete video message that has its outset, climax, 
and denouement. Unlike a television story, a video 
plot in a convergent media should not include in-
formation that is optional. There, experts advise to 
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avoid “talking heads“ and the stand-up, except for 
the cases, when the presence of a correspondent in 
the frame is part of the drama. However, similar re-
quirements are imposed on good television material.

The optimal video plot length for news con-
vergent mass media is 60-90 seconds. The video 
may contain advertising and screensaver. It can be 
posted as a separate self-sufficient material (it can 
be hyperlinked from multimedia material), and in 
the TV multimedia article. Unlike traditional tele-
vision, the Internet-media allows us to offer users 
several live broadcasts at the same time, of course, 
if that makes sense. A player with streaming video 
can be the main illustration of the site, an illustration 
in the section, in the TV article. It can be assigned 
to a special section or become an additional picture 
in the plot. Streaming video can be used in a report 
from the scene, and with the press-conference, and 
events, creating the effect of a maximum presence, 
synchronizing events, and information about it. 
Video streaming allows you to organize the “current 
live shows“. It has several “lives” as a live broadcast 
of the event and serves as a raw material for deriva-
tives: video illustrations, video clips, multiscript and 
more (Tsvik V. L., 2015).

Video transformation on the Web is inevitable: 
just as television has accumulated the properties and 
aesthetics of its predecessors ‒ newspapers, radio 
and movies, now video on the Web uses the short 
genres of traditional media and enhances their in-
teractivity. Taking into account active “management 
of content“, when an opportunity to postpone view-
ing, to switch off/on, rewind becomes a natural form 
of interaction of the consumer with the contents 
on more and more universal carrier. Researcher of 
American journalism in Internet Makeenko M.I. 
writes that the formation of numerous ramifications 
of networks and large-scale alliances, the main re-
sult of which was a wide exchange of information 
and journalistic materials between the services in-
volved in them, turned out to be one of the factors 
important for the electronic space of the trend of av-
eraging content (Makeyenko M. I., 2018).

But it is already clear that the requirements for 
professional television elements of the genres as 
reporting, interviews will remain. The relevance 
of stand-ups and the absence of “talking heads” is 
a requirement not only for the video report on the 
site, but also for a good television report. As well as 
on television in video report on the website are im-
portant details, lack of panoramas and small objects 
and emotional close-ups of user videos on the site 
notice, as well as traditional screen viewer. In the 
video column “talking head” has to look decently, 

exist organically in a shot, be able to work for the 
camera, that is to conduct transfer and “to punch the 
screen”. Therefore, the traditional “shoot so that it 
will interesting” relevant to all media platforms and 
all recording media.

There is an opposite opinion. Some experts 
say, that for a journalist importantly ‒ create an 
interesting for the viewer or reader to the material 
and what it genre has absolutely no value. There is 
also such a judgment: the conversation about the 
genres of journalism is not worthy of attention, 
since the content of the concept of “genre” is 
constantly changing and becoming more complex 
and the theory of genres itself is not developed as a 
whole. This is supposedly confirmed by the fact that 
different researchers have proposed a “set” of genres. 
Tertychnyi writes that it is impossible to agree with 
such statements, since the type of composition that 
develops historically and is defined as a “genre” 
exists objectively, regardless of the opinions of both 
theorists and practitioners (Tertychnyy. A. A., 2010).

Violation of this order leads either to complete 
absurdity, or to the need to fake the external form, 
to imitate the genre. Try, for example, to make 
a review on the lack of mineral fertilizers or an 
interview with an interlocutor who has no personal 
opinion about anything: it’s not difficult to break 
a bunch of platitudes into questions, but there will 
be no novelty. And the viewer will receive only the 
appearance of the interview, but in fact it will be 
zero information. Laws of a genre have to be known, 
but in order that they served the creative beginning 
of the journalist and not vice versa. 

In the current state of television journalism 
acquires the features of convergence, interactivity, 
multimedia. There is a possibility of reflecting on-
line events and continuous updating of information 
resources. New methods are added to the known 
methods of presenting information. As a result, 
television genres continually mix up, absorb alien 
elements, change to a complete unrecognizability 
(for example, programs with rather uncertain 
characteristics: informational-entertainment or 
informational-musical). New trends in each of the 
genre-forming factors seriously change the genre as 
a whole, but by no means “cancel” it at all.

Speaking about the specifics of modern 
television, it should be noted, that every journalist 
should be aware of the peculiarities of genre 
television journalism. This contributes to the creation 
of a very specific type of text, the most “adapted” 
for the correct coverage of a specific information 
event and most importantly, understandable to the 
audience. The choice of a genre is the first step in the 
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creative process; the journalistic profession does not 
exist outside the system of genres. A serious idea of   
genres is evidence of the professional qualifications 
of a journalist. Even the most successful and talented 
alone will not create a new genre, a journalist can 
be just a mouthpiece of the new, that have matured 
in the minds of society. An adequate understanding 
of the nature of a particular genre has the potential 
for realizing creative development. The consumer 
of information no longer needs edification, he seeks 
to evaluate and analyze the facts himself. With 
the entire dynamism and dialectic genre palette, 
there are a number of fairly well ‒ established 
forms, in the development of which for a long time 
essential signs remain. The notion of a genre was 
formed many years, it changed lives, which – the 
phenomenon it disappeared became a part of history, 
there were new, but every new phenomenon, being 
fundamentally different in content, retained the 
original shape. The same applies to the genre forms, 
based on a commonality of functions each of them, 
independently of the concrete filling (Tertychnyy 
A.A., 2015).

In addition, the processes of adoption of new 
technologies, the emergence of digital formats and 
the Internet TV, put terrestrial television in the tough 
competitive frame. In the near future, conventional 
television can completely give way to such formats, 
where “the viewer will be able to compile a program 
schedule for himself”. The informational diversity of 
the modern media market requires the management 
of TV channels to develop competitive content. At 
the same time today, TV channels choose the path 
of least resistance, preferring to “adapt proven 
foreign formats to the context of local mentality” 
(Shesterkina L.P., 2016). Thus, artificial replacement 
of domestic content with foreign content can occur.

Increasing the number of channels, of course, 
lead and is already leading to an increase in demand 
for original content and special programming: rapid 
development of cable and satellite TV requires its 
own content, digital – his, mobile – also his. The need 
for new types of content will increase exponentially. 
At the same time it should be noted, that the content 
itself and the production process in the multi-
program interactive TV will change. Experts still 
poorly imagined according to what laws it will 
happen. But now one thing is clear: the content will 
live several lives, change it will be able to influence 
the audience. Interactive broadcasting and new 
ways of communicating new qualities bring change 
and product information on the level of content, and 
the level of its expression. And genres which has 
modern journalism, and her language, and technical 

means make it possible to precisely this level of on 
screen language, for many decades, have undergone 
considerable evolution. It is an appeal to review past 
experience and allowed to reveal patterns, necessary 
for understanding the present stage of relations 
between creativity and technology, for the forecasts 
at least for the near future.

Interestingly, the number of events held in the 
development of the information sector in Kazakhstan 
is growing every year. From 2014 to 2016, several 
major events took place, at which the problems 
of development in this sphere began to actively 
alternate with information security issues. The main 
focus in this regard is the world conflict situations, 
the level of influence of the Russian media on the 
Kazakhstan information field, the increased threats 
to national security. 

In general, in Kazakhstan with the introduction 
of analog and competitive broadcasting, the number 
of programs has increased several times, new 
additional services have appeared: video on demand, 
Internet ‒ TV, high definition television, mobile 
TV. New branches of the telecommunications and 
broadcasting industries, for example, producing 
digital equipment, service companies, etc., have 
appeared. Digital broadcasting operators which 
form the social and broadcasting software package 
created. This project was introduced as part of 
the implementation of the “State Program on the 
Formed Industrial ‒ Innovative Development of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan for 2010-2014” (Poslaniye 
“Kazakhstanskiy put” – 2050, 2014).

Since July 2012, digital broadcasting has 
begun in Kazakhstan. Residents of many of the 
most remote and sparsely populated corners of 
the country, where one or two TV programs were 
previously available from strength, can now receive 
up to 15 television channels in good quality. By 
2020, it is planned to cover 95% of the territory of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan with digital terrestrial 
television. Kazakhstanis will be able to watch at the 
level of regional centers 30 channels, at the level 
of other regions up to 15 channels in digital quality 
and no subscription fee. The transition to digital 
broadcasting due to the necessity of formation of the 
modern information space as one of the key areas of 
the strategic plan for development of the country up 
to 2020 the year . To increase the competitiveness 
of domestic television production, it is planned 
to create a global multi-segment broadcasting 
network, providing for the emergence of the largest 
information agency in Central Asia (Computer 
world, 2016). It should be noted, that Kazakhstan has 
a favorable geographical position, in which all the 
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cable lines, connecting CIS European republics of 
Central Asian, pass through its territory. This makes 
it attractive Kazakh telecommunications network as 
a platform, connecting information flows between 
East and West. The communication industry is 
moving to a new quantitative and qualitative level, 
affecting not only companies, but also countries and 
regions; it determines the ability to withstand the 
competitive struggle of the high-tech world of the 
21st century. The new mass media of Kazakhstan 
are the first to respond to the challenge of time 
they change their policies, trying to meet the new 
increased requirements.

Conclusion

One of the main characteristics of the gradual 
development of the information space and the 
information policy of Kazakhstan was the increasing 
role of the media in the system of political and 
economic relations and as a result the gradual loss 
of their independence in the information system. 
Impressed by the effectiveness of information 
technology major economic groups began to join 
“the race information weapons”: decisions were 
made about the large-scale investments in the 
media, which led to the emergence of a few large 
media ‒ groups, between which were distributed 
to traditional media. Meanwhile , the stage in a 
certain extent stimulated the development of the 
information fields of Kazakhstan, which resulted, 
in ‒ First , in the ongoing dynamic quantitative and 
qualitative increase in mass market ‒ media; in ‒ 
secondly, to increase the role of Kazakhstan’s media 
in the socio ‒ political environment of the country .

 Today, television directors are no longer limited 
to documentary visual materials: a photograph, 
books, shows of participants and witnesses of 
events, and so on. Most importantly, that the new 
technology makes creative professionals constantly 
delve into the technical process and learn how to use 
all the innovations, to remain competitive and in-
demand contemporary media medium. And at the 
same time it is always worth remembering, that the 
new technologies in terms of TV news production ‒ 
this is just the perfect tool, allowing to significantly 
improve the quality of the TV product. Creative 
activity under such conditions acquires additional 
impulses, new opportunities. But the content of the 
television message remains the main component of 
the television communication.

Today, the media sphere is undergoing a period 
of significant changes, as a result of which the 
single-channel information distribution system 

radically changes its topology, turning into a 
multi-dimensional society, where everyone can 
communicate with each or all or some at the same 
time. First, individual segments of the media 
industry and the entertainment industry, thanks 
to the emergence of joint technology platforms 
and the process of digitization of content, form 
a technological community, form a cluster 
of converged industry. Convergence ‒ is the 
integration process, in which the fusion takes place, 
interaction and integration of various processes. 
Digitalization, eliminating the differences between 
the previously separate media and equalizing all 
types of media content, creates a real basis for the 
convergence of mass ‒ media. In this context the 
convergence is the compound , the union at one 
point all new means and methods, which form 
new media environment to output converged 
multimedia product.

That is the path went, for example, information 
agency “KazTAG”, “KahInform” : within the 
convergence there is created a video-service. 
Requirements for a television journalist changed. 
Modern professional requirements for journalists 
assume that they have multimedia skills ‒ the 
ability to produce convergent materials for any 
media. Thus, the journalist, losing the former 
narrow specialization, should acquire the skills of 
a photojournalist, a cameraman, a sound engineer, 
but at the same time he becomes a multifunctional, 
universal specialist. And we are talking not only 
about the skills of working with different forms of 
texts, but also about purely applied technical skills, 
when knowledge of the main modern types of digital 
technology must be accompanied by mastering 
the basic software packages (“software”) used in 
convergent editions . The demands of the digital age 
encourage journalists to acquire new knowledge 
in the field of processing and management of 
information flows. Media companies are engaged 
in the production of content, which they then (or 
companies ‒ distributors) pass through the media, 
so the media market has traditionally created a 
proposal for the audience. The audience, making 
the choice between the different media channels, 
based on their idea, what type of content providing 
these or other audio-visual media. Essentially, for 
consumers of information, the most important 
selection criterion is the nature of the content. If we 
consider the whole television industry as a whole, 
the current TV channels began to more clearly 
classify their audience and build a program policy, 
tougher professional requirements for journalists. 
It is evident, when careful planning of actions of 
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all participants of a multimedia production and a 
clear distribution of roles in the production cycle 

becomes the guarantor of the quality of the final 
information product.
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